SUMMARY OF YEAR 2012 DATA CHANGES

This document provides a summary of data changes for 2012 for hospitals, abstracting vendors, and regional registry data collectors. The changes to Volume I will be available by March. This document is divided into sections – Additions (New Data Items) and Changes (Revised Data Items).

ADDITIONS (New Data Items):

None

CHANGES (Revised Data Items):

**RX Summ-Surg/Rad Seq**

*Added code clarification:*

6 Intraoperative radiation with other radiation given before and/or after surgery

*Added code:*

7 Surgery both before and after radiation

*Field length: 1*

**RX Summ-Sur Seq**

*Added code clarification:*

6 Intraoperative systemic therapy with other therapy administered before and/or after surgery

*Added code:*

7 Surgery both before and after systemic therapy
Field length: 1

**Name—Last**  
**Name—First**  
**Name—Middle**  
**Name—Alias**  
**Name—Maiden**

**Added code clarification:**

Spaces, hyphens and apostrophes are allowed. Do not use punctuation.

*Note: CCR does not allow this field to be blank.*

**Comorbid/Complication 1 - 10**

**Added codes:**


Field length: 5

*Note: Although data collection for these fields is not required by the CCR, Comorbidity/Complications 1-10 will be collected from CoC facilities.*

**COLLABORATIVE STAGE VERSION 02.04**

There are 111 new codes in 22 schemas, however, there are no changes in CCR reporting requirements for Site Specific Factors in Collaborative Stage Version 02.04.

Release Notes for CSv02.04 are located on the Collaborative Stage website at [http://www.cancerstaging.org/cstage/news/release-notes.pdf](http://www.cancerstaging.org/cstage/news/release-notes.pdf). Revisions are effective for cases diagnosed 1/1/2012 forward and any cases entered after the installation of CSv02.04 software.